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1

Introduction to the Hyper-V Agent

Agent for Hyper-V provides data protection for Microsoft Hyper-V environments, without requiring Agent
software to be installed on individual virtual machines (VMs). The Agent protects VMs in standalone and
clustered Hyper-V environments, with support for application-consistent backups.
The Hyper-V Agent concurrently backs up multiple VMs in a single backup job. In a cluster, backup
operations can be distributed across nodes, making the solution scalable in large environments. Within a
Hyper-V cluster, the Agent can back up VMs that have migrated to different nodes or to different storage.
You can include multiple VMs in a single backup job, but each VM is backed up as a separate task on the
vault. As a result, each VM has a single backup history, even if it is moved from one backup job to another
over time.
Each VM is independent from the job in which it is backed up. When restoring a VM, you do not need to
remember which backup job it was in. You can restore a protected VM even if its backup job has been
deleted.
The Hyper-V Agent is closely integrated with Portal. You must use Portal to manage the Hyper-V Agent, back
up VMs to a secure vault, and restore VMs. The Portal instance can be hosted by your service provider or
installed on-premises.

1.1

Hyper-V Agent components

The Hyper-V Agent consists of two components:


Hyper-V Agent Management service. The Management service is a central management component
that communicates with Portal and delegates backup and restore operations to Hyper-V Agent Host
services. The Management service is the only Hyper-V Agent component that directly communicates
with Portal.



Hyper-V Agent Host service. The Host service is installed on one or more hosts in a Hyper-V
environment. Host services perform VM backups and restores, as delegated by the Management
service. Host services do not directly communicate with Portal so there is no need to open ports
between Host services and Portal. When performing a backup or restore, the Host service
communicates directly with the vault where the VM is backed up.

Even though it consists of more than one component, the Hyper-V Agent appears as a single system in
Portal.
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Components for protecting a Hyper-V environment
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2

Prepare for a Hyper-V Agent deployment

Before installing a Hyper-V Agent, you must do the following:


Obtain a Portal account for managing the Agent. See Portal for managing a Hyper-V Agent.



Determine the destination vaults for Hyper-V backups. See Vaults for Hyper-V backups.



Consider where to install Hyper-V Agent components to protect a Hyper-V standalone host or
cluster. See Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V standalone host and
Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster.

For best practices in a protected Hyper-V environment, see Best practices in a protected Hyper-V
environment.

2.1

Portal for managing a Hyper-V Agent

The Hyper-V Agent is managed using Portal.
Note: You cannot manage the Hyper-V Agent using Windows CentralControl.
You must have a Portal account before you install the Hyper-V Agent. The account can be on a Portal
instance that is hosted by your service provider, or installed on-premises.
If your Portal instance is installed on-premises, ensure that the Portal database is backed up so that the
Hyper-V environment can be fully restored in the event of a disaster. Information for the Hyper-V Agent,
including vault and backup job information, is saved in the Portal database. See Recover jobs and settings
from an offline Hyper-V Agent.

2.2

Vaults for Hyper-V backups

To provide fast, local vault access for backups and restores, back up Hyper-V data to an appliance or Satellite
vault.
The data can then be replicated to your service provider’s cloud to ensure offsite protection in the case of a
disaster.
If you choose not to use an appliance, consider using a temporary vault to seed Hyper-V backups locally. The
data can then be imported into your service provider’s cloud.

2.3

Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V
standalone host

To protect a standalone Hyper-V host, we recommend installing both the Management service and Host
service on the standalone host.
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If you want to minimize performance impact in the environment, or do not want to open the virtualized
environment for Portal or vault access, see the alternate deployment method described in Alternate
deployment for a protecting a Hyper-V standalone host.
For supported platform information, see the Hyper-V Agent release notes.
Note: You cannot install the Agent for Microsoft Windows on the standalone host. The Windows Agent is
not compatible with the Host service.

2.4

Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster

To protect a Hyper-V cluster, we recommend the following:


Install the Management service on a VM in the cluster, and enable High Availability on the VM.



Install the Host service on each host in the cluster. If the Host service is installed on all hosts in the
cluster, the Hyper-V Agent Management service automatically distributes the backup processing
load across the hosts.

If you do not want to deploy a VM in the cluster for the Management service, see the alternate deployment
described in Alternate deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster.
For supported platform information, see the Hyper-V Agent release notes.
Note: You cannot install the Host service on a host where the Agent for Microsoft Windows is installed. The
Windows Agent is not compatible with the Host service.

2.5

Best practices in a protected Hyper-V environment

For best performance, consider the following best practices for a Hyper-V environment that is protected by
the Hyper-V Agent.

Enable CSV Cache
In a failover cluster, enabling the CSV cache might improve Hyper-V Agent backup performance. Microsoft
recommends enabling the CSV cache for read-intensive workloads. See “Use Cluster Shared Volumes in a
Failover Cluster” (http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj612868.aspx) and “How to Enable CSV
Cache” (http://blogs.msdn.com/b/clustering/archive/2012/03/22/10286676.aspx).

Clean up snapshots and checkpoints before backups
The Hyper-V Agent backs up and restores user-level snapshots or checkpoints with VMs, which can take a
significant amount of time.
Note: “Snapshots” in Windows Server 2012 are the same as “checkpoints” in later Windows Server versions.
Consistent with Microsoft best practices, we recommend not taking user-level snapshots or creating
checkpoints of VMs that will be backed up in a production environment, except in a transient fashion. When
it is necessary to take a snapshot or create a checkpoint of a protected VM, remove the snapshot or
checkpoint before the next backup. See “Hyper-V: Avoid using snapshots on a virtual machine that runs a
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server workload in a production environment” (http://technet.microsoft.com/enus/library/ee941140(v=ws.10).aspx).

Use fixed-size VHDXs or VHDs
If a VM includes a dynamically expanding virtual hard disk (VHDX or VHD), an incremental backup might be
as large as a seed backup.
Consistent with Microsoft best practices, we recommend not using dynamically expanding VHDXs or VHDs in
a production environment. See “Hyper-V: VHD-format dynamic virtual hard disks are not recommended for
virtual machines that run server workloads in a production environment”
(http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/13078.hyper-v-vhd-format-dynamic-virtualhard-disks-are-not-recommended-for-virtual-machines-that-run-server-workloads-in-a-productionenvironment.aspx).

Avoid using VMs with limited or no backup support
The Hyper-V Agent has limited support for VMs that contain:


Virtual disks which are configured as dynamic disks by Windows Disk Management (within a VM)



FAT or FAT32 volumes



Linux guest OS



No Hyper-V Integration Services running

During a backup, Hyper-V puts these VMs into a saved state for a brief period of time while capturing a VSS
snapshot. The backup will be crash-consistent (not application-consistent). See “Planning for Backup”
(http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd252619(WS.10).aspx).
During a backup, the Hyper-V Agent skips VMs that contain mixed storage or share virtual hard disks. See
Understanding and troubleshooting Hyper-V processes.
The Hyper-V Agent cannot back up a VM with 50 or more checkpoints. Microsoft specifies a maximum of 50
checkpoints for a VM. See “Maximums for virtual machines” (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windowsserver/virtualization/hyper-v/plan/plan-hyper-v-scalability-in-windows-server).
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3

Install and upgrade the Hyper-V Agent

To protect a Microsoft Hyper-V environment, you must install two Hyper-V Agent components:


Hyper-V Agent Management service. See Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service.



Hyper-V Agent Host service. See Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service.

Note: You do not have to install Agent software on individual VMs in the Hyper-V environment.
You can then configure the Hyper-V Agent to communicate with the Hyper-V environment, and add a vault
connection. See Configure the Hyper-V Agent.
If a previous version of the Hyper-V Agent is installed, you can upgrade the Agent. See Upgrade the Hyper-V
Agent.

3.1

Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service

The Hyper-V Agent Management service is installed on a server that has local network access to a protected
Hyper-V environment. See Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster and Recommended
deployment for protecting a Hyper-V standalone host.
By default, the Management service communicates with Host services using port 5444. However, you can
specify a custom port during the Management service installation. Ensure that the correct inbound port is
open.
Note: To install the Management service silently, see Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service in silent
mode.
To install the Hyper-V Agent Management service:
1. On the server or VM where you want to install the Management service, double-click the Hyper-V
Agent Management service installation kit.
2. On the Welcome page, click Next.
3. On the License Agreement page, read the license agreement. Click I accept the terms in the license
agreement, and then click Next.
4. On the Destination Folder page, do one of the following:


To install the Management service in the default location, click Next.



To install the Management service in another location, click Change. In the Change Current
Destination Folder dialog box, browse to the new installation folder, or enter it in the Folder
name box. Click OK. On the Destination Folder page, click Next.

5. On the Register Hyper-V Agent Management with Portal page, specify the following information:


In the Network Address box, type the host name or IP address of the Portal for managing the
Hyper-V Agent. Specifying the host name of the Portal is recommended. This will allow DNS to
handle IP address changes.
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In the Port box, type the port number for communicating with the Portal.



In the Username box, type the name of the Portal user for managing the Hyper-V Agent.
After the Hyper-V Agent is installed, the Agent appears on the Computers page of the Portal for
this user and other Admin users in the user’s site.



In the Password box, type the password of the specified Portal user.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Configure Communication Port page, specify the port used to communicate with Hyper-V
Agent Host services, and then click Next.
By default, the Management service communicates with Host services using port 5444. Ensure that
this inbound port, or the custom communication port specified, is open.
8. On the Ready to Install the Program page, click Install.

3.2

Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service

The Hyper-V Agent Host service is installed on one or more hosts in a protected Hyper-V environment. See
Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster and Recommended deployment for protecting
a Hyper-V standalone host.
Before you can install a Host service, the Hyper-V Agent Management service must be installed on a server
with local network access to the Hyper-V environment. During the installation, the Host service must be able
to establish connection with the Management service. Ensure that there is local network connectivity to the
Management service and that the correct port is open.
Do not install the Host service on the same machine as Agent for Microsoft Windows. The installer does not
enforce this coexistence constraint.
Note: To install the Host service silently, see Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service in silent mode.
To install the Hyper-V Agent Host service:
1. Log in to the Hyper-V host where you want to install the Host service.
2. Double-click the Hyper-V Agent Host service installation kit.
3. On the Welcome page, click Next.
4. On the License Agreement page, read the license agreement. Click I accept the terms in the license
agreement, and then click Next.
5. On the Destination Folder page, do one of the following:


To install the Host service in the default location, click Next.



To specify another installation location, click Change. In the Change Current Destination Folder
window, browse to the new installation location, or enter a folder in the Folder name box. Click
OK. On the Destination Folder page, click Next.
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6. On the Connect with Hyper-V Agent Management service page, in the Network Address box, enter
the host name or IP address of the Hyper-V Agent Management service that will assign work to the
Host service. Specifying the host name of the Management service is recommended. This will allow
DNS to handle IP address changes.
7. In the Port box, enter the port number for communicating with the Hyper-V Agent Management
service.
By default, the Management service communicates with Host services using port 5444. However, a
custom port might have been specified during the Management service installation.
8. Click Next.
9. Click Install.
10. On the Wizard Completed page, click Finish.

3.3

Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent

To upgrade a Hyper-V Agent, first upgrade the Management service, and then upgrade all Host services in
the Hyper-V environment. See Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Management service and Upgrade the Hyper-V
Agent Host service.
Note: All services must be upgraded to the same version. Earlier service versions cannot be used with later
service versions.
During a cluster rolling upgrade to Windows Server 2016, the Hyper-V Agent can continue to back up VMs.
To ensure that backups continue during a rolling upgrade, upgrade the Hyper-V Management service first,
upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Host service on each cluster node, and then upgrade each cluster node to
Windows Server 2016.
You can also move to a new Agent version when recovering a protected Hyper-V environment after a
disaster or when migrating VMs to a new environment. See Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent in a new
environment.

3.3.1

Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Management service

Before upgrading the Management service, make sure that no backups or restores are running, and that the
log viewer is not running.
After upgrading the Management service, upgrade any Host services to the same version. See Upgrade the
Hyper-V Agent Host service.
Note: To upgrade the Management service silently, see Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Management service in
silent mode.
To upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Management service:
1. On the server or VM where you want to upgrade the Management service, double-click the Hyper-V
Agent Management service installation kit.
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2. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.
3. In the installation wizard, click Next.
4. On the Installation Completed page, click Finish.

3.3.2

Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Host service

Before upgrading the Host service, make sure that no backups or restores are running, that the log viewer is
not running, and that the Management service has been upgraded to the same version. See Upgrade the
Hyper-V Agent Management service .
Note: To upgrade the Host service silently, see Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Host service in silent mode.
To upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Host service:
1. On the server where you want to upgrade the Host service, double-click the Hyper-V Agent Host
service installation kit.
2. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.
3. In the installation wizard, click Next.
4. On the Installation Completed page, click Finish.

3.3.3

Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent in a new environment

When recovering a protected Hyper-V environment after a disaster or when migrating VMs to a new
environment, you can move to a new Agent version and recover Agent jobs and settings from the previous
Agent version. For example, you can move from Hyper-V Agent 7.30 in a Windows Server 2012 environment
to Hyper-V Agent 7.40 in a Windows Server 2012 R2 environment, recover backup jobs, and back up VMs in
the new environment using the recovered jobs.
To upgrade the Hyper-V Agent when migrating to a new environment:
1. Create a new Hyper-V environment.
2. If possible, migrate VMs from the original environment to the new Hyper-V environment.
3. Install the new Hyper-V Agent version in the new Hyper-V environment. See Install the Hyper-V
Agent Management service and Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service.
4. Recover jobs and settings from the earlier Hyper-V Agent version. See Recover jobs and settings
from an offline Hyper-V Agent.
5. If the original protected Hyper-V environment is lost or unavailable, or VMs cannot be migrated to
the new environment, restore protected VMs to the new Hyper-V environment. See Restore HyperV VMs.
6. Enable all scheduled jobs for the new Hyper-V Agent. See Disable or enable all scheduled backup
jobs.
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4

Configure the Hyper-V Agent

After the Hyper-V Agent Management service is installed and registered with Portal, you must configure the
Agent by doing the following:


Provide credentials for authenticating with the Hyper-V environment that you want to protect. The
user should be an Active Directory domain user with administrative rights to the Hyper-V cluster or
standalone host.



Add vault settings. Vault settings provides vault information and credentials so that the Agent can
back up data to and restore data from the vault.
Note: In earlier Portal versions, you could specify whether data is encrypted using AES encryption
when it is transmitted to and from the vault. Over-the-wire encryption is now automatically enabled
when you add vault settings or save existing vault settings.

You can also change Hyper-V credentials and add vault settings after the initial configuration. See Change
credentials or the network address for accessing Hyper-V and Add vault settings.
Optionally, you can do the following:


Add a description for the Agent. The description appears for the Hyper-V environment on the
Computers page. See Add a description.



Add retention types that specify how long backups are kept on the vault. See Add retention types.



Configure email notifications so that users receive emails when backups complete, fail, or have
errors. See Set up email notifications for a computer.



Specify the amount of bandwidth consumed by backups. See Configure bandwidth throttling.

To configure the Hyper-V Agent:
1. On the navigation bar in Portal, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered computers.
2. Find the computer that has the Hyper-V Agent Management service installed, and expand its view
by clicking its row.
Before you provide Hyper-V credentials for the Agent, the name of the computer where the
Management service is installed appears on the Computers page.
The Configuration mode selection section appears.
3. Select Configure a new Hyper-V Agent, and then click Continue.
Note: The Recover a previous Hyper-V Agent option will also appear if offline Hyper-V Agents are
available. This option is used to recover Hyper-V Agent configuration and all backup jobs from an
offline Agent instead of configuring a new Agent. See Recover jobs and settings from an offline
Hyper-V Agent.
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4. In the Register agent with Hyper-V environment section, specify the following information:


In the Address box, type the host name or IP address of the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host
that you want to protect. Specifying the host name of the cluster or standalone host is
recommended. This will allow DNS to handle IP address changes.



In the Domain box, type the domain of the account for authenticating with the Hyper-V cluster
or standalone host.
The domain is not required if you specify the domain in the Username box.



In the Username box, type the domain administrator account that is used to authenticate with
the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host. You can type the account as username,
domain\username, or username@domain.



In the Password box, type the password for the specified user.

5. To validate the credentials, click Verify Information. If the credentials are valid, a message appears.
Click Okay.
6. Click Continue.
7. In the Vault Configuration section, click Configure Vault.
Note: You can also add vault connections after the initial configuration. See Add vault settings.
8. On the Vault Settings tab, click Add Vault.
9. In the Vault Settings dialog box, do one of the following:


In the Vault Name box, enter a name for the vault connection. In the Address box, enter the
vault host name or IP address. In the Account, Username, and Password boxes, enter an
account and credentials for backing up data to and restoring data from the vault.
Specifying the host name of the vault is recommended. This will allow DNS to handle IP address
changes.



If a policy with a vault profile is assigned to the computer, click the Vault Profile list. In the list,
click the vault profile that you want to add for the computer. Vault information and credentials
are then populated in the Vault Settings dialog box.
For more information about policies, see the Portal online help.

10. (Optional) Change one or more of the following Advanced Settings for the vault connection:


Agent Host Name. Name of the computer on the vault. For a Hyper-V environment, by default,
the name is the fully qualified domain name of the cluster or standalone host.



Port Number. Port used to connect to the vault.



Attempt to Reconnect Every. Specifies the number of seconds after which the Agent should try
to connect to the vault, if the vault becomes unavailable during a backup or restore.



Abort Reconnect Retries After. Enter the number of minutes after which the Agent should stop
trying to reconnect to the vault, if the vault becomes unavailable during a backup or restore. If
the Agent cannot connect to the vault successfully in the specified number of tries, the backup
or restore fails.
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11. Click Save.
The name of the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host now appears on the Computers page in Portal
instead of the Management service computer name.

4.1

Change credentials or the network address for accessing
Hyper-V

To change credentials or the network address for accessing Hyper-V:
1. On the navigation bar in Portal, click Computers. Find the Agent for which you want to change
Hyper-V credentials, and click the computer row to expand its view.
2. Click the Advanced tab.
3. On the Cluster Credentials tab, specify the following information:


In the Address box, type the host name or IP address of the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host
that you want to protect. Specifying the host name of the cluster or standalone host is
recommended. This will allow DNS to handle IP address changes.



In the Domain box, type the domain of the account for authenticating with the Hyper-V cluster
or standalone host.
The domain is not required if you specify the domain in the Username box.



In the Username box, type the domain administrator account that is used to authenticate with
the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host. You can type the account as username,
domain\username, or username@domain.



In the Password box, type the password for the specified user.

4. To validate the credentials, click Verify Information. If the credentials are valid, a message appears.
Click Okay.
5. Click Save.

4.2

Undelete Hyper-V environments

You can view Hyper-V environments that have been deleted from Portal, and “undelete” deleted Hyper-V
environments.
If a Hyper-V environment has been deleted from Portal, you must undelete the Hyper-V environment before
you can recover jobs and settings from the environment. See Recover jobs and settings from an offline
Hyper-V Agent.
To undelete a Hyper-V environment:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers. The Computers page shows registered computers.
2. Click the views list at the top of the page.
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3. In the views list, click the Deleted view.
The Computers page shows Hyper-V environments that have been deleted from Portal.
4. Select the check box for each Hyper-V environment that you want to undelete.
5. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.
6. In the Success dialog box, click Okay.

4.3

Add vault settings

Before an Agent can back up data to or restore data from a vault, vault settings must be added for the
Agent. Vault settings provide vault information, credentials, and Agent connection information required for
accessing a vault.
When adding vault settings for an Agent, Admin users and regular users can manually enter vault
information, or select a vault profile with vault information and credentials.
If a policy is assigned to an Agent, Admin users can select any vault profile from the policy. Regular users can
only select policy vault profiles that are also assigned to them.
If a policy is not assigned to an Agent, Admin users can select any vault profile in the site. Regular users can
only select vault profiles that are assigned to them.
You can also add a vault connection during the initial Hyper-V Agent configuration. See Configure the HyperV Agent.
In previous Portal versions, you could specify whether data is encrypted using AES encryption when it is
transmitted to and from the vault. Over-the-wire encryption is now automatically enabled when you add
vault settings or save existing vault settings.
Agent versions 8.10 and later contact Portal to check for vault IP address changes.
To add vault settings:
1. On the navigation bar in Portal, click Computers.
2. Find the Agent for which you want to add vault settings, and click the computer row to expand its
view.
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3. On the Vault Settings tab, click Add Vault.
The Vault Settings dialog box appears.

4. Do one of the following:


In the Vault Name box, enter a name for the vault. In the Address box, enter the vault host
name or IP address. In the Account, Username, and Password boxes, enter an account and
credentials for backing up data to and restoring data from the vault.
Specifying the host name of the vault is recommended. This will allow DNS to handle IP address
changes.



Click the Vault Profile box. If one or more vault profiles appear, click the vault profile that you
want to add for the computer. Vault information and credentials are then populated in the
Vault Settings dialog box.
If a policy is assigned, the Vault Profile list includes vault profiles from the policy. If a policy is
not assigned, the list includes vault profiles from the site. For a regular user, the list only
includes vault profiles that are also assigned to the user.

5. (Optional) Change one or more of the following Advanced Settings for the vault connection:


Agent Host Name. Name to use for the computer on the vault. For a Hyper-V environment, by
default, the name is the fully qualified domain name of the cluster or standalone host.



Port Number. Port used to connect to the vault. The default port is 2546.



Attempt to Reconnect Every. Specifies the number of seconds after which the Agent should try
to connect to the vault, if the vault becomes unavailable during a backup or restore.



Abort Reconnect Retries After. Specifies the number of times the Agent tries to reconnect to
the vault, if the vault becomes unavailable during a backup or restore. If the Agent cannot
connect to the vault successfully in the specified number of tries, the backup or restore fails.

6. Click Save.
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4.4

Add a description

You can add a description for an Agent in Portal. The description appears on the Computers page, and can
help you find and identify a particular Agent.
To add a description:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
2. Find the Agent for which you want to add a description, and click the row to expand its view.
3. On the Advanced tab, click the Options tab.
4. In the Agent Description box, enter a description for the Agent.

5. Click Save.

4.5

Add retention types

When you schedule or run a backup job, you must select a retention type for the resulting safeset. A
retention type specifies the number of days a backup is kept on the vault, how many copies of a backup are
stored online, and how long backup data is stored offline.
Portal Admin users and regular users can add retention types for an Agent where a policy is not assigned.
If a policy is assigned to an Agent, retention types cannot be added or modified on the Computers page.
Instead, retention types can only be added or modified in the policy. See the Portal online help.
To add a retention type:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
2. Find the Agent for which you want to add a retention type, and click the row to expand its view.
3. On the Advanced tab, click the Retention Types tab.
If a policy is assigned to the Agent, you cannot add or change values on the Retention Types tab.
Instead, retention types can only be added or modified in the policy.
4. Click Create Retention Type.
The Retention Type dialog box appears.
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5. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies a name for the retention type.

Backup Retention

Specifies the number of days a safeset is kept on the vault. A safeset is deleted
when its expiry date is reached.
Note: Safesets are not deleted unless the specified number of copies online has
also been exceeded.

Number of Backup
Copies to Keep

Specifies how many safesets from a backup job are stored online. It functions in
a first in/first out manner. Once the number of safesets is exceeded, the oldest
safesets are automatically deleted until the actual number of safesets matches
the definition.
Note: Safesets are not deleted unless the specified number of days online has
also been exceeded.

Create archived copies

Select this check box to create archived copies of safesets.

Keep Archives For

Specifies how long the data is stored offline. Archive storage is used to store
data offline for long periods of time. This data is not immediately accessible
since it is stored remotely. A greater amount of time is required to restore from
archive media. Typically, only long-term data archives are stored offline. The
parameters for archived data are from 365 to 9999 days.
Assuming that at least one successful backup has been completed for the job,
there will never be less than one copy of its backup online. This is true even if all
retention settings are zero, expiry conditions have been met, and the job
definition is deleted from your system. Deleting the job does not affect data on
the vault. Only your service provider can remove jobs and their associated data
from the vault. This is a safeguard against accidental or malicious destruction of
data.

6. Click Save.
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4.6

Set up email notifications for a computer

To make it easier to monitor backups, users can receive emails when backups finish or fail.
Admin users and regular users in Portal can set up email notifications for a computer.
To set up email notifications for a computer:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
2. Find the Agent for which you want to configure email notifications, and click the row to expand its
view.
3. On the Advanced tab, click the Notifications tab.
If the Notifications tab appears, but a policy is assigned to the Agent, you cannot change values on
the Notifications tab. Instead, notifications can only be modified in the policy.

Select one or more of the following checkboxes:


On failure. If selected, users receive an email notification when a backup or restore fails. If a
backup fails, you cannot recover any files from the backup.



On error. If selected, users receive an email notification when a backup or restore completes
with errors in the log file. You cannot recover files that are backed up with errors, but you can
restore other files from the backup (safeset).



On successful completion. If selected, users receive an email notification when a backup or
restore completes successfully. You can recover files from a backup that completes, even if
there are warnings in the log file.

Email notifications are sent separately for each backup and restore. For example, if three backup
jobs fail on a computer and On failure is selected for the computer, three notification emails are
sent.
If users will receive email notifications after backups and restores, specify the following email
notification information:
Email “From”
Address

Email address from which email notifications will be sent.
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Outgoing Mail
Server (SMTP)

Network address of the SMTP that will send the email.

Recipient
Address(es)

Email notification recipient email addresses, separated by commas. These
should be real, valid email addresses. If one or more is not valid, the
transmission to those addresses will fail, and errors will appear in the log files.

Outgoing Server
Port (SMTP)

Port number for sending email notifications.

SMTP Credentials

If required, SMTP username, domain, and password.

4. Click Save.

4.7

Configure bandwidth throttling

Bandwidth throttling settings specify the amount of bandwidth consumed by an Agent for backups. For
example, you might want to restrict the amount of bandwidth used for daytime backups so that online users
are not affected, and allow unlimited bandwidth usage at night so that scheduled backups run as fast as
possible.
For the Hyper-V Agent, bandwidth throttling is applied at the Host level. If three VMs are being backed up
on a node, each gets 1/3 of the specified maximum bandwidth on the node. The total bandwidth sent to the
vault can be as high as the specified maximum multiplied by the number of nodes where the Host service is
installed.
Bandwidth settings include:


Maximum bandwidth (upper limit), in megabits per second, to be consumed by the Agent for all
backups and restores



Period of time during the day that throttling is in effect. Only one time window can be specified.
Outside the window, no throttling takes place.



Days of the week that throttling is in effect

If the bandwidth throttling time period begins when a backup is underway, the maximum bandwidth is
applied dynamically to the running backup. Similarly, if the bandwidth throttling time period ends when a
backup is running, bandwidth throttling is ended for the backup.
If you edit an Agent’s bandwidth settings while a backup is running, the new Agent settings do not affect the
backup that is running. Bandwidth settings are applied when a backup starts, and are not applied to backups
that are already running.
If a policy is assigned to a computer, bandwidth throttling settings cannot be modified on the Computers
page. Instead, settings can only be added or modified in the policy. See the Portal online help.
To configure bandwidth throttling:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
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2. Find the Agent for which you want to configure bandwidth throttling, and click the row to expand its
view.
3. Click the Advanced tab, click the Performance tab, and then edit the bandwidth settings.
If a policy is assigned to the Agent or protected environment, you cannot add or change values on
the Performance tab. Instead, bandwidth settings can only be modified in the policy.
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5

Add and run Hyper-V backup jobs

After a Hyper-V environment is added in Portal, you can create a backup job that protects VMs in the cluster
or standalone host. The backup job specifies virtual machines (VMs) to back up, specifies where to save the
backup data, and includes schedules for running the backup job.
Each VM in a Hyper-V environment can only be included in one backup job at a time. If a VM is already
included in a backup job, you cannot add it to another job.
For best practices when creating and running backup jobs, see Best practices for backing up Hyper-V VMs.
For best practices when seeding VM backups, see Best practices for seeding Hyper-V VM backups.
To create Hyper-V backup jobs, see Add a Hyper-V backup job or Add a Hyper-V backup job by selecting
VMs.
When you run a Hyper-V Agent backup job, each VM in the job is backed up as a separate job (task) on the
vault. This differs from jobs created using traditional Agents, where each backup job is associated with a
single task on the vault. This Hyper-V Agent backup job design provides a number of benefits:


VMs in a single job can be backed up concurrently.



Backup processing for individual VMs can be distributed across multiple nodes in a Hyper-V cluster.



The Hyper-V Agent is scalable in large Hyper V environments.



A VM can be moved to another job without reseeding (if encryption credentials are the same in both
jobs).



A protected VM can be restored even if its backup job has been deleted.



If a protected VM has been deleted from your environment, and is no longer associated with a
backup job, you can still see the VM in Portal in the protected view, and restore the VM from the
vault. After restoring the VM, you can add the VM to a new job with the same encryption password,
and continue to back up the VM without reseeding.

All Hyper-V backup data is protected using AES 256 encryption.

5.1

Best practices for backing up Hyper-V VMs

Consider the following best practices when creating and running Hyper-V backup jobs.

Include more than one VM in a backup job
Avoid creating a separate backup job for each VM. The Agent is optimized for backing up multiple VMs
concurrently in one job.

Include VMs on the same CSV in the same backup job
Where possible, include VMs on the same CSV in the same backup job. If multiple jobs are needed to back
up VMs on the same set of CSVs, stagger the job schedules so that the jobs do not run at the same time.
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Avoid reseeds
After the first backup for a Hyper-V VM, the Agent only sends data that has changed since the last backup to
the vault. However, under some circumstances, “reseeds” can occur. In a reseed, all data for a VM is sent to
the vault even though the VM was previously backed up.
The following list describes situations when backups reseed:


VM backups in a job reseed if the job is directed to a different vault.



VM backups in a job reseed if the job’s encryption password changes.



If a VM is backed up as part of one backup job, and is then moved to a job with a different
encryption password, the amount of data sent to the vault is equivalent to a seed backup. If a VM is
moved to a different backup job with the same encryption password, the VM backup does not
reseed.



After storage migration, snapshot (AVHD) files reseed. Hard disk VHD(x) files do not reseed after
storage migration.

5.2

Best practices for seeding Hyper-V VM backups

The first backup for a Hyper-V VM is a “seed” backup, in which all VM data is sent to the vault. Consider the
following best practices when seeding Hyper-V VM backups.

Seed backups locally
Ideally, use an appliance to provide fast, local vault access. If you do not use an appliance, consider using a
temporary vault to seed Hyper-V backups locally. The data can then be imported into your service provider’s
cloud.

Seed VM backups in separate jobs
Seeding backups, particularly for large VMs, can take a significant amount of time. Because deferring is not
available for scheduled Hyper-V backup jobs, it is best not to seed VMs in a scheduled job. If you add a VM
to an existing scheduled job, the job could take a long time, and potentially cause the backup to overlap the
next scheduled backup.
To seed a VM backup, we recommend creating a temporary job with the VM. You can seed the VM backup
by running the temporary job manually (ad hoc) with deferring, and then move the VM to an existing
scheduled job. To avoid reseeding, the encryption password and vault must be the same in the temporary
job and in the job where you eventually add the VM.
Note: Normally, it is best to include multiple VMs in a single backup job. See Best practices for backing up
Hyper-V VMs.
To create and run a job manually (ad hoc) to seed a VM backup:
1. Create a temporary backup job that includes the VM that you want to seed. Ensure that the
encryption password and vault for the temporary job are the same as the password and vault for the
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job where you eventually want to add the VM. See Add a Hyper-V backup job or Add a Hyper-V
backup job by selecting VMs.
2. Run the temporary job manually (ad hoc). You can enable deferring when running the job manually,
and run the job multiple times until the VM backup is completely seeded. See Run an ad-hoc
backup.
3. After the VM backup is seeded, move the VM out of the temporary job, and add it into an existing
scheduled job. See Edit a Hyper-V backup job.
The VM backup will continue without reseeding because the vault and encryption password are the
same in the temporary job and in the existing scheduled job.

5.3

Add a Hyper-V backup job

To add a Hyper-V backup job:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered computers and environments.
2. Click the Hyper-V environment row.
3. Click the Jobs tab.
4. In the Job Tasks menu, click Create New Hyper-V Job.
The Create New Job dialog box appears. The Unprotected box shows VMs that are not included in a
backup job.

5. In the Create New Job dialog box, specify the following information:


In the Name box, type a name for the backup job.



In the Description box, type a description for the backup job.



In the Destination list, select the vault where you want to save the backup data.
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In the Encryption Password and Confirm Password boxes, enter a data encryption password.
You can also enter a password hint in the Password Hint box.
Important: You must enter the encryption password to recover your data. If you forget the
password, you lose access to your data. The password is not maintained anywhere else and
cannot be recovered.
Note: Hyper-V backup data is encrypted using the AES 256 encryption method.

6. Do one or more of the following until the Protected box shows all VMs that you want to include in
the job:


To find one or more VMs in the Unprotected or Protected box, enter characters from the VM
names in the associated Filter VMs box.



To add all VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, click Protect all.



To add some VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, select the VMs in the Unprotected
box, and then click Protect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.



To remove all VMs in the Protected box from the backup job, click Unprotect all.



To remove some VMs in the Protected box from the backup job, select the VMs in the Protected
box, and then click Unprotect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.

Ensure that each VM that you want to include in the backup job appears in the Protected box.
7. To schedule the backup job to run, click Schedule. In the Schedule box that appears, create one or
more schedules. See Add or edit a schedule for a Hyper-V backup job.
8. Click Create Job.

5.4

Add a Hyper-V backup job by selecting VMs

When creating a new Hyper-V backup job, you can select VMs on the Virtual Machines tab to include in the
job. You can only select VMs that appear on the Hyper-V Virtual Machines tab at the same time.
Note: If you select a VM that is already included in another job, the VM will not be added to the new job.
You can also add a Hyper-V backup job without selecting VMs on the Virtual Machines tab. See Add a HyperV backup job.
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To add a Hyper-V backup job by selecting VMs:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered computers and environments.
2. Click the Hyper-V environment row.
3. Click the Virtual Machines tab.
The Virtual Machines tab lists VMs in the Hyper-V environment. The Jobs column is blank for VMs
that are not included in a backup job.
4. By default, the Virtual Machines tab shows 25 VMs at a time. If the VMs that you want to include in
the job are not listed on the tab, click the Show <number of> records per page list, and click the
number of VMs to show.
Note: A maximum of 200 VMs can appear on the Virtual Machines tab at the same time, and you
can only select VMs that appear on the Virtual Machines tab. However, you can add more VMs to
the job later in this procedure.

5. Do one of the following:


Select the check box for each VM that you want to include in the backup job.



Select the check box at the top left of the list to select all VMs on the page.

Note: If you select a VM that is already included in another job, it will not be added to the new job.
6. Click Create Hyper-V Job.
7. In the Create New Job dialog box, specify the following information:


In the Name box, type a name for the backup job.



In the Description box, type a description for the backup job.



In the Destination list, select the vault where you want to save the backup data.



In the Encryption Password and Confirm Password boxes, enter a data encryption password.
You can also enter a password hint in the Password Hint box.
Important: You must enter the encryption password to recover your data. If you forget the
password, you lose access to your data. The password is not maintained anywhere else and
cannot be recovered.
Note: Hyper-V backup data is encrypted using the AES 256 encryption method.
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8. Do one or more of the following until the Protected by this job box shows all VMs that you want to
include in the job:


To find one or more VMs in the Unprotected or Protected by this job box, enter characters from
the VM names in the associated Filter VMs box.



To add all VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, click Protect all.



To add some VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, select the VMs in the Unprotected
box, and then click Protect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.



To remove all VMs in the Protected box from the backup job, click Unprotect all.



To remove some VMs in the Protected box from the backup job, select the VMs in the Protected
box, and then click Unprotect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.

Ensure that each VM that you want to include in the backup job appears in the Protected by this job
box.
9. To schedule the backup job to run, click Schedule. In the Schedule box that appears, create one or
more schedules. See Add or edit a schedule for a Hyper-V backup job.
10. Click Create Job.
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5.5

Edit a Hyper-V backup job

You can edit an existing Hyper-V backup job to change one or more of the following:


VMs that are included in the job



Encryption password and password hint



Schedules and retention types

You cannot change a backup job’s name or vault connection.
Because each VM is backed up as a separate safeset on the vault, you can move a VM from one backup job
to another without causing the backup to reseed. As long as both jobs use the same encryption password
and back up VMs to the same vault, moving a VM from one job to another does not cause the VM to reseed.
To edit a Hyper-V backup job:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered computers and environments.
2. Click the Hyper-V environment row.
3. Do one of the following:


On the Jobs tab, in the Jobs column, click the name of the job that you want to edit.



On the Jobs tab, find the job that you want to edit. In its Select Action menu, click Edit Job.



On the Virtual Machines tab, in the Jobs column, click the name of the job that you want to
edit.



On the Virtual Machines tab, click a VM that belongs to the job you want to edit. In the Select
Action menu, click Edit Job.

4. In the Edit Job dialog box, change the job description, encryption password, or password hint, if
desired.
VMs in the backup job appear in the Protected by this job box.
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5. Do one or more of the following to add VMs to or remove VMs from the job:


To find one or more VMs in the Unprotected or Protected box, enter characters from the VM
names in the associated Filter VMs box.



To add all VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, click Protect all.



To add some VMs in the Unprotected box to the backup job, select the VMs in the Unprotected
box, and then click Protect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.



To remove all VMs in the Protected by this job box from the backup job, click Unprotect all.



To remove some VMs in the Protected by this job box from the backup job, select the VMs in
the Protected by this job box, and then click Unprotect selected.
To select multiple VMs in the list, press CTRL and click the VM names. To select multiple
consecutive VMs in the list, press Shift and then click the first and last VM that you want to
select.

Ensure that each VM that you want to include in the backup job appears in the Protected by this job
box.
Note: When editing a Hyper-V job, you cannot select VMs from a list to include or exclude, as you
can when adding a job. See Add a Hyper-V backup job by selecting VMs.
6. To schedule the backup job to run, click Schedule. In the Schedule box that appears, create one or
more schedules. See Add or edit a schedule for a Hyper-V backup job.
7. Click Save.
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5.6

Add or edit a schedule for a Hyper-V backup job

When adding or editing a Hyper-V backup job, you can create a schedule for running the job, and enable or
disable the schedule. You can also edit existing schedules.
You can specify a retention type for each schedule. The retention type specifies the number of days a
backup is kept on the vault, how many copies of a backup are stored online, and how long backup data is
stored offline. See Add retention types.
You can create complex schedules for a Hyper-V backup job by creating multiple schedules. For example,
you can schedule a backup job to run at midnight every Friday, and schedule the job to run at 8 pm on the
first day of every month. To create multiple schedules, repeat the following procedure for each schedule.
If a job is scheduled to start at exactly the same time by multiple schedules, the job only runs once at the
scheduled time. If the jobs have different retention types, the retention type of the schedule that is highest
in the list is applied to the resulting safeset. For example, in the following screenshot, the job is scheduled to
run at 11 PM on the last day of the month with the Monthly retention type, and every night at 11 PM with
the Daily retention type. On the last day of each month, the job runs only once at 11 PM. Because the
schedule with the Monthly retention type is higher in the list than the schedule with the Daily retention
type, the Monthly retention type is applied to the safeset.
Note: If a job is scheduled to run at slightly different times, the Agent attempts to run the job according to
each schedule. For example, if a job is scheduled to run at 11 PM by one schedule and 11:01 PM by another
schedule, the Agent will attempt to run the job twice. Try to avoid overlapping schedules; problems can
occur if a job is scheduled to run twice in a short period of time.

Note: You cannot defer scheduled Hyper-V backups. Hyper-V Agent backups can only be deferred when they
are run manually (ad hoc). See Run an ad-hoc backup.
To add or edit a schedule for a Hyper-V backup job:
1. In the Create New Job or Edit Job dialog box, while adding or editing a Hyper-V backup job, click
Schedule.
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2. In the Schedule box, do one of the following:


To add a schedule, click Add Schedule.



To edit a schedule, find the schedule that you want to edit.

3. In the schedule row, select a retention type.
A retention type specifies the number of days a backup is kept on the vault, how many copies of a
backup are stored online, and how long backup data is stored offline.
4. In the Schedule box, click the arrow.
The Configure Job Schedule dialog box opens.
5. In the Configure Job Schedule dialog box, do one of the following:


To run the backup on specific days each week, click Days of Week in the Schedule View list.
Select the days when you want to run the job. Use the At field to specify the time when you
want to run the job each day. Click Okay.



To run the backup on specific dates each month, click Days of Month in the Schedule View list.
On the calendar, select the dates when you want to run the job. Use the At field to specify the
time when you want to run the job on each date. Click Okay.
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To create a custom schedule, click Custom in the Schedule View list. In the Custom Cycle box,
enter a custom schedule. Follow the format and notation described in the dialog box. Click
Okay.

The new or revised schedule appears in the Schedule box.
6. To enable the schedule to run, select Enable. To disable the schedule so it does not run, clear
Enable.
7. To remove the schedule, click Delete Schedule.
8. If there is more than one schedule row, you can use the Priority arrows to move a schedule higher
or lower in the list. Schedules that are higher in the list have higher priority than schedules lower in
the list. If a job is scheduled to run at the same time by multiple schedules, the job only runs once at
the scheduled time. If the schedules have different retention types, the job only runs with the
retention type of the schedule that is highest in the list.
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9. Click Save.

5.7

Delete a backup job

Note:
To delete a backup job:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered computers.
2. Find the Agent with the job that you want to delete, and expand its view by clicking its row.
3. Click the Jobs tab.
4. In the Select Action menu of the job that you want to delete, click Delete Job.
5. In the confirmation dialog box, click Delete.

5.8

Disable or enable all scheduled backup jobs

Admin users can disable or enable all scheduled backup jobs for a Hyper-V environment.
Note: You can also disable or enable a specific schedule for a backup job. See Add or edit a schedule for a
Hyper-V backup job.
When you disable all scheduled jobs for a protected environment, backup jobs do not run according to any
schedules. When jobs are disabled for a Hyper-V environment, you cannot view or edit schedules in the
Schedule area of the Edit Job dialog box (as shown in the following screenshot).
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Enabling all scheduled jobs can be particularly useful after a Hyper-V disaster recovery. When you recover
jobs and settings from an offline Hyper-V Agent, all scheduled backup jobs for the Agent are disabled.
When you enable scheduled jobs for a Hyper-V environment, jobs run according to any schedules where the
Enable check box is selected in the Edit Job dialog box.
To enable or disable all schedules:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
A grid lists available computers.
2. Select the check box to the left of each protected environment for which you want to enable or
disable all schedules.

3. In the Actions list, do one of the following:

5.9



To enable all schedules for the selected computers, click Enable Scheduled Jobs.



To disable all schedules for the selected computers, click Disable Scheduled Jobs.

Run an ad-hoc backup

After a backup job is created, you can run the backup at any time, even if the job is scheduled to run at
specific times.
To run an ad-hoc backup:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
A grid lists available computers.
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2. Find the computer with the backup job that you want to run, and expand its view by clicking the
computer row.
3. Click the Jobs tab.
4. Find the job that you want to run, and click Run Job in its Select Action menu.
The Run Job dialog box shows the default settings for the backup.
Note: Beginning at this point, you can click Start Backup to immediately start the job. If you prefer,
you can change backup options before running the job.
5. To back up the data to the vault specified in the job, do not change the Destination.
Note: You cannot change the destination for Hyper-V Agent backups. SSI files are not supported for
Hyper-V jobs.
6. In the Retention Scheme list, click a retention type.
The retention type specifies the number of days a backup is kept on the vault, how many copies of a
backup are stored online, and how long backup data is stored offline.
7. Do one of the following:


To allow the backup job to run without a time limit, clear the Use Deferring check box.



To specify a maximum amount of time that the backup job can run, select the Use Deferring
check box. From the Backup time window list, select Minutes or Hours. In the adjacent box,
type the maximum number of minutes or hours that the job can run.

Note: When deferring is used, the backup job does not back up any new data after the specified
amount of time, even if some data is not backed up. Changes to data that was previously backed up
will be backed up, regardless of the backup time window.
8. Click Start Backup.
The Process Details dialog box shows the backup progress, and indicates when the backup is
completed. Other recent job processes might also be listed in the dialog box. See View current
process information for a job.
9. If you want to stop the backup, click Stop.
10. To close the Process Details dialog box, click Close.
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6

Restore Hyper-V VMs

You can restore one or more virtual machines (VMs) from a Hyper-V backup. In a single request, you can restore
VMs that were backed up using multiple Hyper-V backup jobs, even if each job has a different encryption
password. You can restore a protected VM even if the original VM no longer exists in the Hyper-V environment
and its backup job no longer exists.
Restored VMs are imported automatically into Hyper-V. Restored VMs keep their original names, unless you
specify new VM names during the restore process.
If you restore VMs from a Windows 2012 environment to a Windows 2012 R2 environment, the restored VMs are
restored as Generation 1 VMs. You cannot restore VMs from a Windows 2016 or 2012 R2 host to a Windows 2012
environment.
Each VM has a unique identifier. You can restore a VM with its original internal identification number (GUID), with
a new GUID, or with a new GUID if a VM with the original GUID exists in the Hyper-V environment.
Note: A restored Hyper-V VM never overwrites an existing VM.
When restoring a VM, you must specify a destination for the VM files. If you are restoring to a Hyper-V cluster,
available destinations are Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV) found in the Failover Cluster Manager. If you are restoring
to a standalone host, available destinations are volumes on direct attached storage. You can also specify a
datastore folder for the files. If you do not specify a folder, a new folder with the same name as the VM is created
for the VM files. All of a VM’s disks are restored in a single location, even if the disks originally resided on different
volumes and you select the original host and datastore.
Hyper-V VM files will not be restored to a non-empty folder. If a folder exists, it will create a new folder. If you
force a custom folder, and this folder exists, the restore of that specific VM will fail.
If you stop a restore process, VMs that are restored before you stop the process remain in the Hyper-V
environment. VMs that are not fully restored when you stop the process are not restored.
You can only restore a Hyper-V VM to a host where the Host service is installed. When restoring a Hyper-V
VM in a cluster, you must choose a host where the Host service is running or the restore will fail. If the Host
service is not installed on the node where you want to restore a VM, you can restore the VM to a node that
has the Host service, and then migrate the VM to another node in the cluster.
Note: Portal does not indicate which nodes in a cluster have the Host service installed. All hosts in a Hyper-V
cluster appear on the Hosts tab on the Computer page, even if the Host service is only installed on some of
the hosts.
In the event of a disaster, a temporary vault can be used to provide local vault access for restoring VMs that
are backed up to your service provider’s cloud.
To restore Hyper-V VMs:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
A grid lists available computers.
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2. Find the Hyper-V environment with the VM that you want to restore, and expand the environment
view by clicking the row.
3. Click the Virtual Machines tab.
The Virtual Machines tab shows all VMs in the Hyper-V environment.

4. In the Current Inventory/Protected Inventory filter, click Protected Inventory.
The Virtual Machines tab shows VMs that have been backed up and can be restored.
5. Do one of the following:


To restore one VM, click Restore in its Select Action menu.



To restore multiple VMs, select the check box for each VM that you want to restore. Click
Restore Hyper-V Job.

The Hyper-V Restore dialog box shows the VM or VMs that you want to restore.

6. Do one of the following:


If you are restoring one VM, enter the data encryption password in the Encryption Password
box.
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If you are restoring multiple VMs protected with the same encryption password, select the Use
the same password for all VMs check box. In the Encryption Password box, enter the data
encryption password.
To view a password hint, click the Hint button.



If you are restoring multiple VMs that were protected by jobs with different encryption
passwords, clear the Use the same password for all VMs check box.

7. For each VM that you are restoring, do the following in the VM row:


(Optional) In the New VM Name box, enter a name for the restored VM. If you do not enter a
name, the VM is restored with its original name.



In the Backup Set list, click the backup from which you want to restore. If you did not enter the
same password for all VMs, enter the password in the Encryption Password box. Click Apply.



In the Destination list, click the destination for the VM files. If you want to specify a folder for
restoring the VM files, enter the folder in the Sub-Path box. Click Apply.
You can enter subfolders in the Sub-Path box (e.g., folder\subfolder1\subfolder2).
In a Hyper-V cluster, you can restore files to a CSV. In a standalone host, you can restore files to
volumes on direct attached storage.
You cannot restore VMs to system volumes. System volumes do not appear in the Destination
list.
If you do not specify a folder, the VM is restored to a folder with the VM name.
Note: Hyper-V VM files will not be restored to a non-empty folder. If a folder exists, it will create
a new folder with the same name followed by a number in brackets ().



In the VM Identity list, do one of the following:


To restore the VM with a new GUID, click Assign new identity.
Note: If a node is down but has not been evicted from the cluster, you can only restore the
VM using the Assign new identity option. This prevents the VM from being restored with
the same GUID as a VM on the cluster node that is down.



To restore the VM with its original GUID, click Restore original identity.
Note: If a VM with the original GUID exists in the Hyper-V environment, the restored VM will
not overwrite the existing VM. Two VMs in a Hyper-V environment can have the same GUID
if they are on separate hosts and are not configured for high availability.





To restore the VM with its original GUID unless a VM with the original GUID exists in the
Hyper-V environment, click Assign new if original exists. If a VM with the original GUID
exists in the Hyper-V environment, the VM is restored with a new GUID.

Click the VM row to expand its view. Do one or more of the following:


To specify a host for the restored VM, click a host in the Host list.



To power on the VM after it is restored, select Power on VM.
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To leave the restored VM powered off, clear Power on VM.



To connect the restored VM to the network, select Enable network connectivity.
If Enable network connectivity is selected, and the VM has a network adapter with the
same name as a network adapter on the host, the VM will be automatically connected to
the network.



To restore the VM without network connectivity, clear Enable network connectivity.

8. Click Run Restore.
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7

Recover jobs and settings from an offline Hyper-V
Agent

If a Hyper-V Agent goes offline because it is lost or unavailable, you can install a new Management service
and recover jobs and settings from the offline Agent. You can then enter credentials, run backup jobs from
the original Agent, and restore VMs that were protected by the Agent.
You can recover the following information and settings from an offline Hyper-V Agent:


Backup jobs



Vault settings



Hyper-V environment address and last backup status



Advanced settings, including the Agent description, retention types, notifications, and bandwidth
throttling

You cannot recover passwords for a Hyper-V Agent. You must manually enter Hyper-V environment, vault,
and encryption passwords after recovering Hyper-V Agent jobs and settings. You might also need to enter an
SMTP password for notifications.
You can recover jobs and settings from an earlier Hyper-V Agent version, or the current version. Recovering
jobs from a previous Agent version can be useful when migrating Hyper-V VMs to a new environment. See
Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent.
If you recover jobs and settings from an offline Hyper-V Agent in a Windows 2012 environment, and then
restore VMs to a Windows 2012 R2 environment, the restored VMs are restored as Generation 1 VMs. You
cannot restore VMs from a Windows 2012 R2 environment to a Windows 2012 environment.
When you recover jobs and settings from an offline Hyper-V Agent, all scheduled backup jobs for the Agent
are disabled. If Hyper-V VMs remain in the protected environment, or have been restored after a disaster,
you can re-enable all scheduled jobs for the environment. See Disable or enable all scheduled backup jobs.
IMPORTANT: Hyper-V Agent settings are saved in the Portal database. To ensure that a Hyper-V
environment can be fully restored if the Portal is also lost, the Portal database must be backed up. For more
information, see the Portal Installation and Configuration Guide.
To recover jobs and settings from an offline Hyper-V Agent:
1. Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service on a supported Windows server. On the Register
CHyper-V Agent Management with Portal page of the installer, register the Management service to
the Portal where the original Hyper-V Agent was registered. Register the Management service to the
Portal using the user who installed the original Hyper-V Agent, or using an Admin user in the original
user’s site. See Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service.
2. Log in to Portal as the user who installed the original Hyper-V Agent, or as an Admin user in the
original user’s site.
3. In Portal, on the navigation bar, click Computers.
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The Computers page shows registered computers.
4. Find the computer where the new Hyper-V Agent Management service is installed, and expand its
view by clicking its row.
Before you recover jobs and settings from the offline Hyper-V agent, the name of the computer
where the Management service is installed appears on the Computers page.
The Configuration mode selection section appears.
Note: The Recover a previous Hyper-V Agent option only appears if there is an offline Hyper-V
Agent in the user’s site.

5. Select Recover a previous Hyper-V Agent, and then click Continue.
The Recover section appears. The Select an offline agent to recover from list shows the names of
protected Hyper-V environments where the Management service is offline, and shows the last date
and time when the Management service connected to Portal.
Note: The date and time shown in the Select an offline agent to recover from list could reflect the
date and time when the Management service was installed or the server was restarted. The date
and time in this list does not reflect the date and time of the last backup.

6. From the Select an offline agent to recover from list, choose the Hyper-V Agent from which you
want to recover jobs and settings. If you are sure that this is the correct offline Agent, click
Continue.
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Note: Do not click Continue unless the correct offline Agent is selected. The offline Agent’s settings
and jobs are downloaded immediately after you click Continue.
The system downloads the offline Hyper-V Agent’s jobs and settings. On the Computers page, the
computer name changes to the name of the protected Hyper-V cluster or standalone host.
The Success section lists the passwords that you need to enter: Hyper-V environment, vault
registrations, job encryption, and Email notifications.
7. Click OK.
8. On the Cluster Credentials tab, do one of the following:


To continue protecting the same Hyper-V environment, enter the password for the specified
user.



To provide credentials for a new Hyper-V environment so you can restore VMs to the new
environment, enter Hyper-V environment information in the Address and Domain boxes. In the
Username box, type the domain administrator account that is used to authenticate with the
Hyper-V cluster or standalone host. In the Password box, type the password for the specified
user. For more information, see Change credentials or the network address for accessing HyperV.

To determine whether the credentials are valid, click Verify Information. If the credentials are valid,
click Okay in the confirmation message box.
9. Click Save. In the confirmation message box, click Okay.
10. On the Vault Settings tab, enter the password for each vault connection. See Add vault settings.
11. On the Jobs tab, edit each job, enter its encryption password, and click Save. In the confirmation
message box, click Continue. See Edit a Hyper-V backup job.
12. If required, on the Advanced tab, on the Notifications tab, enter the SMTP password. See Set up
email notifications for a computer.
13. Click Save. In the confirmation message box, click Okay.
14. If the Hyper-V Agent Management service now has a new IP address, check whether Agent Host
services are communicating with the Management service. If not, reinstall the Host service on each
Hyper-V cluster host or standalone node. See Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service.
15. If the protected Hyper-V VMs exist in the environment (i.e., the VMs were restored after a disaster
or remained intact when the Hyper-V Agent was lost), you can re-enable all scheduled backup jobs
for the Hyper-V environment. See Disable or enable all scheduled backup jobs.
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7.1

Hyper-V disaster recovery

The following table outlines the process of recovering a protected Hyper-V environment when one or more
of the following components are lost:


Hyper-V Agent Management service
Note: You do not need to recover settings separately for a Host service that is lost or becomes
unavailable. Host services upload their settings and logs to the Management service. When you
register a Host service to a Management service, the Host service obtains its settings from the
Management service.



Hyper-V cluster or standalone host



Portal
IMPORTANT: Configuration data, vault, and job information for the Hyper-V Agent is saved in the
Portal database. To ensure that the Portal and a Hyper-V environment can be fully restored if the
Portal is lost, the Portal database must be backed up. For more information, see the Portal
Installation and Configuration Guide.

Component Lost
Hyper-V
Agent
Management
service

Recovery Process

Hyper-V
environment
(cluster or
standalone)

Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service, and
recover configuration information and jobs from the
offline Hyper-V Agent. See Recover jobs and settings
from an offline Hyper-V Agent.

✓

✓

Portal

✓

1. Rebuild the lost Hyper-V cluster or standalone
host (i.e., Windows server with Hyper-V role).
2. Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service,
and recover configuration information and jobs
from the offline Hyper-V Agent. Enter
information for the new Hyper-V environment
(rebuilt in Step 1) on the Cluster Credentials tab.
See Recover jobs and settings from an offline
Hyper-V Agent.
3. Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service on each
host, and register it to the Management service.
See Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service.
4. Restore VMs. See Restore Hyper-V VMs.
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Component Lost

Recovery Process

Hyper-V
Agent
Management
service

Hyper-V
environment
(cluster or
standalone)

✓

✓

Portal

✓

1. Restore the Portal and its protected database.
See the Portal Installation and Administration
Guide.
2. Rebuild the lost Hyper-V cluster or standalone
host (i.e., Windows server with Hyper-V role).
3. Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service,
and recover configuration information and jobs
from the offline Hyper-V Agent. Enter
information for the new Hyper-V environment
(rebuilt in Step 1) on the Cluster Credentials tab.
See Recover jobs and settings from an offline
Hyper-V Agent.
4. Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service on each
host, and register it to the Management service.
See Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service.
5. Restore VMs. See Restore Hyper-V VMs.
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8

Monitor computers and processes

You can monitor backups, restores, and protected environments using the following Portal features:


Computer page. The Computer page shows status information for protected environments and their
jobs. See View computer and job status information. You can also access logs for unconfigured
computers from this page. See View an unconfigured computers logs.



Process Details dialog box. This dialog box shows information about all running, queued and
recently-completed processes for a job. See View current process information for a job.



Process logs and safeset information. Process logs indicate whether each backup and restore
completed successfully, and provide information about any problems that occurred. You can also
view information about the safeset created by a specific backup. See View a jobs process logs and
safeset information and View a Hyper-V VMs backup history and logs.



Monitor page. The Monitor page shows the most recent backup status for each job, and allows you
to navigate to the computer and job for each backup. See View and export recent backup statuses.

8.1

V iew computer and job status information

On the Computer page in Portal, you can view status information for protected environments and their jobs.
To view computer and job status information:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
The Computers page shows registered Agents.
The Availability column indicates whether each Agent is online or offline. Online computers are in
contact with Portal, while offline computers are not currently available. A computer can be offline if
it is turned off, if the Agent has been uninstalled from the system, or if the system has been lost.
The Status column shows the status of each computer. Possible statuses include:


OK — Indicates that all jobs on the computer ran without errors or warnings.



OK with warnings — Indicates that one or more of the computer’s jobs completed with
warnings.



Attention — Indicates that one or more of the computer’s jobs failed or completed with
errors.



Unconfigured — Indicates that no jobs have been created for the computer.

2. Find the Agent for which you want to view logs, and click the row to expand its view.
3. View the Jobs tab.
If a backup or restore is running for a job, an “In Progress” symbol
along with the number of processes that are running.

appears beside the job name,
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If you click the symbol, the Process Details dialog box shows information about running, queued and
recently-completed processes for the job. See View current process information for a job.
The Last Backup Status column shows the result of the last backup attempt for each job. Possible
statuses include:


Completed — Indicates that the last backup completed successfully, and a safeset was
created.



Completed with warnings — Indicates that the last backup completed and a safeset was
created, but problems occurred during the backup. For example, a warning could indicate that a
file or volume that was selected in the backup job was not available for backup.



Deferred — Indicates that the last backup was deferred. A safeset was created, but not all
data that was selected was backed up.
Deferring is used to prevent large backups from running at peak network times. When deferring
is enabled, a backup job does not back up any new data after a specified amount of time.
Note: Hyper-V VM backups can be deferred when they are run manually (ad hoc), but not when
they are scheduled to run.



Never Run — Indicates that the backup job has never run.



Missed — Indicates that the job has not run for 7 days.



Completed with errors — Indicates that the backup completed and a safeset is available for
restore, but problems occurred. For Hyper-V environments, this status can appear when
problems were encountered during the backup, but the backups later succeeded.



No Files backed up — Indicates that no files were backed up during the last backup attempt.



Failed — Indicates that the backup failed and no safeset was created.



Cancelled

To view logs for a job, click the job status. For more information, see View a jobs process logs and
safeset information.

8.2

V iew an unconfigured computer’s logs

You can view logs for unconfigured computers. Unconfigured computers do not have any backup jobs.
To view an unconfigured computer’s logs:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
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The Computers page shows registered computers. To only show unconfigured computers, click
“Unconfigured” in the Status filter.

2. Find the unconfigured computer, and expand its view by clicking the computer row.

3. Click the logs link for the unconfigured computer.
The Agent Log Files window shows a list of logs for the computers. Links to the logs appear at the
right side of the window.

4. Do one of the following:


To only view errors and warnings in a log, click Errors and Warnings for the log.



To view an entire log, click All for the log.

The log appears in a new browser tab.
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8.3

V iew current process information for a job

In the Process Details dialog box, you can view information about running, queued and recently-completed
processes for a job. Processes include backups, restores and synchronizations. Process information is
typically deleted within an hour after the process ends.
To view current process information for a job:
1. Do one of the following:


On the Computers page, on the Jobs tab, start a backup, restore or synchronization.



On the Computers page, on the Jobs tab, click the “In Progress” symbol

beside the job name.
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On the Monitor page, click the “In Progress” symbol

beside the job name.

The Process Details dialog box lists processes that are running, queued and recently completed for
the job. Detailed information is shown for the process that is selected on the left side of the dialog
box.

2. To view information about a different process, click the process on the left side of the dialog box.
Detailed information for the process is shown at the right side of the dialog box.
3. To show only some processes in the dialog box, do one of the following in the status list:

8.4



To only show queued processes, click Launched.



To only show processes that are waiting for user action, click Operator Request.



To only show processes that are in progress, click Running.



To only show completed processes, click Finished.



To only show processes that are finishing, click Finalizing.

V iew a job’s process logs and safeset information

To determine whether a backup or restore completed successfully, or to determine why a process failed,
you can view a job’s process logs.
You can also view information about safesets created for the job. A safeset is an instance of backup data on
the vault. For most Agents, one safeset is created by each successful backup.
To view a job’s process logs and safeset information:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
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The Computers page shows registered Agents.
2. Find the Agent for which you want to view logs, and click the row to expand its view.
On the Jobs tab, the Last Backup Status column shows the status of each backup job.

3. To view log files for a job, do one of the following:


In the job’s Select Action menu, click History / Logs.



In the Last Backup Status column, click the job status.

The History / Logs window lists the most recent backups, restores and synchronizations on the
computer.

4. To view processes for a different day, click the calendar button.
In the calendar that appears,
click the date of the log that you want to view. In the list of processes on the selected date, click the
process for which you want to view the log.
The History / Logs window shows the selected log.
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5. To only show errors and warnings in the log, click the Errors and Warnings Only option at the top
right of the window.
6. To view safeset information for a particular backup, click the Job Details tab. The tab shows safeset
information for the job’s most recent backup.
To view information for a different safeset, click the calendar button.
In the calendar that
appears, click the date of the backup for which you want to view information. In the list of backups
on the selected date, click the backup for which you want to view information. The tab shows
safeset information for the selected backup.

8.5

V iew and export recent backup statuses

You can view recent backup statuses for computers on the Monitor page in Portal. You can also export the
information in comma-separated values (.csv), Microsoft Excel (.xls), or Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) format.
From the Monitor page, you can navigate to related information on the Computers page or in the Logs
window.
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To view and export recent backup statuses:
1. On the navigation bar, click Monitor.
The Monitor page shows recent backup statuses for jobs in your site.

2. To change which backup statuses appear on the page, click the views list at the top of the page, and
then click the view that you want to apply.
3. To view information for a job or computer on the Computers page, click the name of an online
computer or job.
4. To view the job’s logs in the History/Logs window, click the job’s last backup status.
5. To export backup status information from the page, click the Export box. In the list that appears,
click one of the following formats for the exported data file:


CSV (comma-separated values)



XLS (Microsoft Excel)



PDF (Adobe Acrobat)

The data file is downloaded to your computer in the specified format.

8.6

V iew a Hyper-V VM’s backup history and logs

Hyper-V backup jobs can include multiple VMs, but each VM is backed up as a separate task on the vault.
You can view historical backup information and logs separately for each Hyper-V VM.
To view a Hyper-V VM’s backup history and logs:
1. On the navigation bar, click Computers.
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The Computers page shows registered Agents.
2. Find the Hyper-V Agent for which you want to view the backup history and logs, and click the row to
expand its view.
3. Click the Virtual Machines tab.
The Virtual Machines tab shows VMs in the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host. The Backup Status
column shows the backup status of each VM. Possible statuses include:


Completed — Indicates that the VM has been backed up.



Missed



Deferred
Note: Hyper-V VM backups can be deferred when they are run manually (ad hoc), but not when
they are scheduled to run.





Not Protected — Indicates that the VM is not part of a backup job.
Never Run — Indicates that the VM is part of a backup job that was never run.
In Progress



Failed



Cancelled

4. Click the Backup Status column of the VM for which you want to view the backup history and logs.
The History / Logs window lists log files from the date selected in the calendar.
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5. To view a log file for a process on the selected date, click the process. The log file appears.
6. To view a log file for a different date, click the calendar button.
In the calendar that appears, click
the date of the log that you want to view. In the list of processes on the selected date, click the
process for which you want to view the log. The log file appears.
7. To view safeset information for a particular VM backup, click the Backup History tab. The tab shows
information for the VM’s most recent backup.
To view information for a different safeset, click the calendar button.
In the calendar that
appears, click the date of the backup for which you want to view information. In the list of backups
on the selected date, click the backup for which you want to view information. The tab shows
safeset information for the selected backup.
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8.7

Hyper-V Agent logs and configuration files

Hyper-V Agent logs are saved in the Hyper-V Agent Management service installation folder, in a Data
subfolder.
This folder includes logs from both the Hyper-V Agent Management and Host services. Host services upload
logs to the Management service after a process ends.
Note: Because Hyper-V Agent Host services perform backups and restores, and do not upload logs until a
process is completed, you cannot view backup or restore logs on the Management service computer while
processes are running.
Because the <ManagementServiceInstallFolder>\Data folder also contains Hyper-V Agent configuration
information, it can provide all information necessary for troubleshooting Agent issues. If information is
required for troubleshooting, you can compress the <ManagementServiceInstallFolder>\Data folder as a .zip
file and send it to your service provider.
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9

Understanding and troubleshooting Hyper-V
processes

This section provides information that can be helpful when monitoring and troubleshooting Hyper-V Agent
processes.

Some VMs backed up before others
If a Hyper-V backup job includes more than one VM, each VM is backed up as a separate job or task on the
vault. If you stop a Hyper-V backup job that is running, VMs in the job that have already been completely
backed up remain on the vault.
The Hyper-V Agent is optimized for backing up VMs whose virtual disks do not span multiple CSVs. Any VMs
which span multiple CSVs will be backed up in a separate stage after all VMs which have their virtual disks
on a single CSV.

VM skipped during backup
A VM could be skipped during a backup for one of the following reasons:


The VM’s storage is being moved while the backup job is running. If you try to back up a VM during
storage migration, the VM is skipped during the backup. Other VMs in the same job will be backed
up.



The VM contains mixed storage (e.g., one virtual disk on local storage and another virtual disk on a
CSV). The Hyper-V Agent does not back up VMs that contain mixed storage. Other VMs in the same
job are backed up.



The VM shares a virtual hard disk. The Hyper-V Agent does not back up VMs that contain shared
virtual hard disks. Shared virtual hard disks became available in Windows Server 2012 R2.

Live migration fails
If a VM is currently being backed up, live migration could fail for the VM.

VM restore fails
You cannot restore a VM that was backed up in a Windows 2012 R2 environment to a Windows 2012
environment.
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Appendix A: Alternate Hyper-V Agent deployments
A1. Alternate deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster
As described in Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V cluster, we recommend installing the
Hyper-V Agent Management service on a VM in the cluster, and installing the Host service on each host in
the cluster.
If you do not want to deploy a VM in the cluster for the Management service, you can install the
Management service directly on a Hyper-V host, or on any supported Windows server that has local network
access to the cluster. The server can be a physical or virtual machine, and must use the same DNS server as
the Hyper-V cluster. Ideally, the server should be in the same active directory.
You must install the Hyper-V Agent Host service on at least one host in a protected cluster. You do not have
to install the Host service on every host in a cluster, since a single Host service can back up VMs on all hosts.
However, this configuration is not optimal, for the following reasons:


If the Host service is installed on only one host, all backup operations are delegated to the single
host. The load cannot be distributed.



A VM that is stored on a local volume can only be backed up if the Host service installed on the host.



A Hyper-V VM can only be restored to a host where the Host service is running. When restoring a
Hyper-V VM in a cluster, you must choose a host where the Host service is running or the restore
will fail.
Note: If the Host service is not installed on the host where you want to restore a VM, you can
restore the VM to a host where the Host service is installed, and then migrate the VM to the host
that you want for the VM.

For supported platform information, see the Hyper-V Agent release notes.
Note: You cannot install the Host service on a host where the Agent for Microsoft Windows is installed.

A2. Alternate deployment for a protecting a Hyper -V standalone
host
As described in Recommended deployment for protecting a Hyper-V standalone host, we recommend
installing both the Management service and Host service on the standalone host.
If you want to minimize performance impact in the environment, or you do not want to open the virtualized
environment for Portal or vault access, you can install the Management service on a separate Windows
server with local network access to the standalone host. The Management service server can be a physical
or virtual machine that is on the same domain as the Hyper-V standalone host.
You must install the Host service on the standalone host.
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For supported platform information, see the Hyper-V Agent release notes.
Note: The Agent for Microsoft Windows cannot be installed on the standalone host.
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Appendix B: Install, upgrade and uninstall the Hyper-V
Agent
This appendix includes procedures for installing and upgrading Hyper-V Agent components silently, and for
uninstalling Hyper-V Agent components. For other installation information and procedures, see Install and
upgrade the Hyper-V Agent.

B1. Install the Hyper-V Agent Management service in silent
mode
To install the Management service in silent mode, run the following command in the directory where the
installation kit is located:
installKitName /S [/L<localeID>] /V"/qn /L*v [\"logFileName\"]
UIREG_NETADDRESS=webUIAddress [UIREG_PORT=webUIportNumber]
UIREG_USERNAME=webUIUser UIREG_PASSWORD=webUIUserPassword
[COORDINATOR_PORT=portNumber] [INSTALLDIR=\"installPath\"]"
Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Management service installation kit: HyperV_Agent_Management-x-xx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
The following table lists and describes command parameters.
Parameter

Description

/L<localeID>

Optional. Specifies the language for installation log
messages. The default value (1033 - English (United States))
is the only available value.
Note: Only English is supported with Hyper-V Agent 7.40.
However, this version of the Agent can be installed on a
non-English operating system. Support for other languages
will be available in a subsequent release.

\"logFileName”

Optional. Specifies the path and name of the installation log
file. If the logFileName includes spaces, enclose the value in
double quotation marks.
Example: \"C:\Logs\My Log.txt\"
If you do not specify a logFileName, the installation log is
saved in the Windows installer default location (usually the
user’s temp directory).

UIREG_NETADDRESS=webUIAddre
ss

Specifies the host name or IP address of the Portal for
managing the Hyper-V Agent.
Example: UIREG_NETADDRESS=192.0.2.233
Specifying the host name is recommended. This will allow
DNS to handle IP address changes.
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UIREG_PORT=webUIportNumber

Optional. Specifies the port number used to communicate
with Portal.
Example: UIREG_PORT=8086
If you do not specify a webUIportNumber, port 8086 is used
for communicating with Portal.

UIREG_USERNAME=webUIUser

Specifies the name of the Portal user associated with the
Hyper-V Agent.
Example: UIREG_USERNAME=user@site.com

UIREG_PASSWORD=webUIUserPas
sword

Specifies the password of the specified Portal user.
Example: UIREG_PASSWORD=password1234

COORDINATOR_PORT=portNumber

Optional. Specifies the port used to communicate with
Hyper-V Agent Host services.
Example: COORDINATOR_PORT=5444
If you do not specify a port, port 5444 is used for
communicating with Hyper-V Agent Host services.

INSTALLDIR=\"installFolder"

Optional. Specifies the installation folder for the
Management service, if you do not want to install the
Management service in the default location. The installation
folder must be enclosed in double quotation marks if there
are spaces in the path.
Example: INSTALLDIR=\"c:\Program Files\Management
Service\"
If you do not specify an installation folder, the Management
service is installed in the default location.

For example, to install the Management service in silent mode, you could run the following command:
Hyper-V_Agent_Management-x-xx-xxxx.exe /S /L1033 /V"/qn /L*v
\"C:\logs\1.log\" UIREG_NETADDRESS=192.0.2.233
UIREG_USERNAME=user@site.com UIREG_PASSWORD=password1234 UIREG_PORT=8086
INSTALLDIR=\"C:\Program Files\Management Service\""

B2. Install the Hyper-V Agent Host service in silent mode
To install the Host service in silent mode, run the following command in the directory where the installation
kit is located:
installKitName /S [/L<localeID>] /V"/qn /L*v [\"logFileName\"]
HOST=managementServiceAddress [PORT=portNumber]
[INSTALLDIR=\"installPath\"]"
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Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Host service installation kit: Hyper-V_Agent_Host-xxx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
The following table lists and describes command parameters.
Parameter

Description

/L<localeID>

Optional. Specifies the language for installation log
messages. The default value (1033 - English (United States))
is the only available value.
Note: Only English is supported with Hyper-V Agent 7.40.
However, this version of the Agent can be installed on a
non-English operating system. Support for other languages
will be available in a subsequent release.

\"logFileName"

Optional. Specifies the path and name of the installation log
file. If the logFileName includes spaces, enclose the value in
double quotation marks.
Example: \”C:\Logs\My Log.txt\”
If you do not specify a logFileName, the installation log is
saved in the Windows installer default location (usually the
user’s temp directory).

HOST=managementServiceAddre
ss

Specifies the host name or IP address of the Hyper-V Agent
Management service that assigns work to the Host service.
Example: HOST=192.0.2.234
Specifying the host name is recommended. This will allow
DNS to handle IP address changes.

PORT=portNumber

Optional. Specifies the port number for communicating with
the Hyper-V Agent Management service.
Example: UIREG_PORT=5444
If you do not specify a port number, port 5444 is used.

INSTALLDIR=\"installFolder”

Optional. Specifies the installation folder for the Host
service, if you do not want to install the Host service in the
default location. The installation folder must be enclosed in
double quotation marks if there are spaces in the name or
path.
Example: INSTALLDIR=\"c:\Program Files\Host Service\"
If you do not specify an installation folder, the Host service
is installed in the default location.

For example, to install the Host service in silent mode, you could run the following command:
Hyper-V_Agent_Host-x-xx-xxxx.exe /S /L1036 /V"/qn /L*v \"C:\logs\1.log\"
HOST=192.0.2.234 PORT=5444"
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B3. Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Management service in silent
mode
To upgrade the Management service in silent mode, run the following command in the directory where the
installation kit is located:
installKitName /S [/L<localeID>] /V"/qn /L*v [\"logFileName\"] "
Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Management service installation kit: HyperV_Agent_Management-x-xx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
The following table lists and describes command parameters.
Parameter
\"logFileName”

Description
Optional. Specifies the path and name of the installation log
file. If the logFileName includes spaces, enclose the value in
double quotation marks.
Example: \"C:\Logs\My Log.txt\"
If you do not specify a logFileName, the installation log is
saved in the Windows installer default location (usually the
user’s temp directory).

For example, to install the Management service in silent mode, you could run the following command:
Hyper-V_Agent_Management-x-xx-xxxx.exe /S /L1033 /V"/qn /L*v
\"C:\logs\1.log\" "

B4. Upgrade the Hyper-V Agent Host service in silent mode
To upgrade the Host service in silent mode, run the following command in the directory where the
installation kit is located:
installKitName /S [/L<localeID>] /V"/qn /L*v [\"logFileName\"]
HOST=managementServiceAddress [PORT=portNumber]
[INSTALLDIR=\"installPath\"]"
Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Host service installation kit: Hyper-V_Agent_Host-xxx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
The following table lists and describes command parameters.
Parameter

Description
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\"logFileName"

Optional. Specifies the path and name of the installation log
file. If the logFileName includes spaces, enclose the value in
double quotation marks.
Example: \”C:\Logs\My Log.txt\”
If you do not specify a logFileName, the installation log is
saved in the Windows installer default location (usually the
user’s temp directory).

For example, to upgrade the Host service in silent mode, you could run the following command:
Hyper-V_Agent_Host-x-xx-xxxx.exe /S /L1036 /V"/qn /L*v \"C:\logs\1.log\"
"

B5. Uninstall the Hyper-V Agent Management service
Note: You can also uninstall the Management service using Add/Remove Programs in Windows Control
Panel.
To uninstall the Hyper-V Agent Management service:
1. On the machine where you want to uninstall the Management service, double-click the Hyper-V
Agent Management service installation kit.
2. A warning message asks you to ensure that there are no backups or restores in progress. To proceed
with uninstalling the Management service, click Yes.
3. On the Welcome page, click Next.
4. On the Program Maintenance page, select Remove, and then click Next.
5. On the Remove the Program page, click Remove.
6. If the Files in Use page appears, select Automatically close and attempt to restart applications, and
then click OK.
7. On the InstallShield Wizard Completed page, click Finish.

B6. Uninstall the Management service in silent mode
To uninstall the Management service in silent mode, run the following command:
installKitName /S [/L<localeID>] /V"/qn REMOVE=ALL /L*v
[\"logFileName"]
Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Management service installation kit: HyperV_Agent_Management-x-xx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
The following table lists and describes command parameters.
Parameter

Description
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Parameter
[/L<localeID>]

Description
Optional. Specifies the language for uninstallation log
messages. The default value (1033 - English (United States)) is
the only available value.
Note: Only English is supported with Hyper-V Agent version
7.30. However, this version of the Agent can be installed on a
non-English operating system. Support for other languages
will be available in a subsequent release.

\"logFileName”

Optional. Specifies the path and name of the uninstallation
log file. If the logFileName includes spaces, enclose the value
in double quotation marks.
Example: \"C:\Logs\My Log.txt\"
If you do not specify a logFileName, the uninstallation log is
saved in the Windows installer default location (usually the
user’s temp directory).

B7. Uninstall the Hyper-V Agent Host service
Do not uninstall the Host service when a backup or restore operation is running. Uninstalling the Agent Host
service during any operation will leave the Agent in an inconsistent state.
You can later reinstall an Agent Host Service without having to restore state information, as long as no
backup or restore operations are in progress.
Note: You can also uninstall the Host service using Add/Remove Programs in Windows Control Panel.
To uninstall the Hyper-V Agent Host service:
1. On the Hyper-V host where you want to uninstall the Host service, double-click the Hyper-V Agent
Host service installation kit.
2. A warning message asks you to ensure that there are no backups or restores in progress. To proceed
with uninstalling the Host service, click Yes.
3. On the Welcome page, click Next.
4. On the Program Maintenance page, click Remove, and then click Next.
5. On the Remove the Program page, click Remove.
6. If the Files in Use page appears, select Automatically close and attempt to restart applications, and
then click OK.
7. On the InstallShield Wizard Completed page, click Finish.
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B8. Uninstall the Host service in silent mode
To uninstall the Host service in silent mode, run the following command in the directory where the
installation kit is located:
installKitName /S /V"/qn REMOVE=ALL"
Where installKitName is the name of the Hyper-V Agent Host service installation kit: Hyper-V_Agent_Host-xxx-xxxx.exe. x-xx-xxxx represents the Agent version number.
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Appendix C: Understanding Hyper-V backups on a vault
This appendix provides information about how Hyper-V VM backups are stored on a vault.
Note: This information is provided for vault administrators. It might not be relevant for customers who back
up Hyper-V VMs to your service provider’s cloud.
When you run a Hyper-V Agent backup job, each VM in the job is backed up as a separate job (task) on the
vault. This differs from traditional Agent jobs, where each backup job is associated with a single task on the
vault.
A task is created on the vault for a VM as soon as a backup job that includes the VM is created. That is, a task
for a VM is created on the vault before the VM is backed up.
If a protected VM has been deleted from the Hyper-V environment, and is no longer included in a backup
job, you can still see the VM in Portal and restore the VM from the vault.
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Appendix D: Determine the name of a VM’s task on the
vault
Each VM in a Hyper-V backup job is backed up as a separate task on the vault, and is automatically assigned
a unique task name. To help you find each task on the vault, you can view the task name for each protected
Hyper-V VM in Portal.
Note: To determine the vault where a particular VM backup is saved, check the VM’s backup history. The
vault IP address for a safeset appears in the Location field on the Backup History tab. See View a Hyper-V
VMs backup history and logs. To determine the Account, Username, and the Agent Host name for the
backup on the vault, see information in the Vault Settings dialog box. See Add vault settings.
To determine the name of a VM’s task on the vault:
1. In Portal, on the navigation bar, click Computers.
A grid lists available computers.
2. Find the Hyper-V environment with the protected VM, and expand the environment view by clicking
the row.
3. Click the Virtual Machines tab.
The Virtual Machines tab shows all protected VMs in the Hyper-V cluster or standalone host.
4. In the Current Inventory/Protected Inventory filter, click Protected Inventory.
The Virtual Machines tab shows VMs that have been backed up and can be restored.
5. Point to the VM that you want to find on the vault.
A tooltip shows the name of the VM’s task on the vault.

6. To copy the name of the VMs’ task on the vault, click the tooltip.
The task name for the vault is copied to the clipboard.
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